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• This activity will explore the LOEX website. 
http://www.loexconference.org/
• Each clue will provide you with one of the four numbers to unlock 
this box. 
• You will be split into groups and each group will compete to win 
glory and the prize within the box! 
Rules
1. Stay with your group
2. One person grabs one clue at a time
3. The first 3 clues can be solved at your seats
4. NO Running 
MAY THE 























Desire to improve & feedback from 
Connections Committee
9
What the committee wanted
● Books! Books! Books! 
● Scavenger hunt or interactive component
Struggle to find the balance between what committee wanted & 
what was feasible. 
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Redesign: Phase One
SPOILER ALERT: IT FAILS
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Survey




To explore the library’s physical 
spaces
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Balance committee requests, librarian expertise & 
feasibility. Solution = gamification













Scavenger hunt activity in which 
students were given sheet of 
paper then directed to….
● Library stacks
● Study rooms





To minimize disaster and 





● Shifting stacks project
● Lack of cohesion between activities
● Missing librarian as friendly face
● Gamification without incentive





Phase Two of 
Redesign


















● Focus on essential things students need to know
● Balancing act


















Before | During | After
Physical Setup
Add technology, stage room




● Organize! Organize! Organize!






















The library workshop provided useful information about how the 













● Don’t be afraid to try new things
● Plan ahead 
● Balance outside criticism/advice with librarian expertise
● Provide context to activities
● Be meticulous and organized
● Do multiple practices & trainings
● Learn from failures
Going forward 
with Connections
1. More librarian interaction at 
beginning 
2. Additional clues








Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:
● Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
● Photographs by Unsplash
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SlidesCarnival icons are editable 
shapes. 
This means that you can:
● Resize them without losing 
quality.
● Change fill color and 
opacity.
● Change line color, width 
and style.
Isn’t that nice? :)
Examples:
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